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The brief for today

• What is the problem?

• What interventions have you put in place? 

• What are the outcomes/what could they be?

• What is the learning so far?



• 1 in 4 houses in disrepair

• 1 in 6 households in fuel poverty

• 1 in 3 private rented properties have deficiencies putting 

children and families at risk

• Private sector is the issue not social housing

• Issues like damp and mould easily preventable, but have long 

term consequences.



Making the Connection

• Considerable evidence about links between housing and health

• 100’s of visits everyday into poor housing

• Babies and children sleeping in damp and cold bedrooms

• High proportion of families with young children have no option to 

move to the private rented sector

• Little security 

• Older properties that are harder to keep warm

• Long term preventable health problems especially respiratory 

conditions



Why is this a problem?

• In discussing making referrals a GP said to me recently that 

‘If he is in someone’s home, sees a

problem, but he does not know the

solution himself, then he no longer sees

the problem’

• Need effective referral mechanisms built on better

understanding of what can be done outside clinical options



Connecting Services



What have we achieved?

• Since June 2012 I have been able to lobby and advocate 

housing’s role providing GPs and commissioners with a better 

understanding of the relevance of housing to patients, receiving 

funding and having the opportunity to contribute to 

transformation of care in southern Derbyshire. 

• I have been working with some innovative, imaginative GPs and 

Commissioners that see the bigger picture and have welcomed 

a different viewpoint

• Recognition of opportunities to go beyond the worried well and 

help 

• Funding from CCG & Department of Energy & Climate Change



How?



Working with the CCG

• Helped CCG to understand the implications of housing growth 

on practice capacity

• With others supported GPs to understand the range of voluntary 

services within their local practice networks

• Been consulted for my observations about how hypothermia 

admissions to hospitals can be reduced

• I have been able to challenge GPs to think about patient’s 

housing conditions (and get away with it)

• Accepted as a critical friend 

• POSITIVE RELATIONSHIPS

• Support through Flu Clinics



Derbyshire Wedge



Challenges

• SDCCG have to get their heads round the differences 

between unitary, first tier and second tier Councils

• Far more mature interaction and partnership working 

around older people

• Risk of being lost within the scale of urgency, high 

demand and massive change

• Need to be relevant to decision makers 

• Health have limited interaction in a family home –

therefore reliance on Health Visitors



What has been achieved?

• Made a real difference to lives of residents

• Recognition of housing’s impact on the health of 

patients and especially affordable warmth

• Been invited to participate in various workstreams to 

increase access to services that are not health and 

care

• Direct referrals from GPs, practices and community 

support teams within practices.

• In a position to have some influence in future thinking 

to improve outcomes for residents



Learning – People

Resident?

Patient?

Person?

Client?

Customer?

Vulnerable?



Learning

Relationships,

Relationships,

Relationships



Summary

• Lots of internal system change within NHS and the integration 

with Social Care

• There is openness to ideas and building of cross disciplinary 

relationships

• The environment is driving more collaboration but it requires lots 

of energy, effort and perseverance

• Keeping messages simple and relevant – affordable warmth can 

lead to progress

• Too many services are putting up barriers to access

• Far more housing input into complex cases

• Work very hard and be persistent



Thank you for Listening
David Arkle

Housing Manager 

Amber Valley Borough Council

01773 841334

david.arkle@ambervalley.gov.uk


